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	Microsoft Excel 2011 for the Mac OS X is a powerful application, but many of its most impressive features can be difficult to find. Guy Hart-Davis' Learn Excel 2011 for Mac is a practical, hands-on approach to learning all of the details of Excel 2011 to get work done efficiently on Mac OS X. From using formulas and functions to creating databases, from analyzing data to automating tasks, you'll learn everything you need to know to put this powerful application to use in a variety of tasks.


	What you’ll learn

	
		The secrets of the Excel:Mac interface!
	
		How to create effective workbooks and templates
	
		How to quickly format worksheets
	
		How to perform custom calculations and formulas
	
		What kind of creative and persuasive charts
	
		How to illustrate your worksheets with SmartArt, pictures, and more
	
		What business problem solving can be done with Excel
	
		How to analyze data with pivot tables
	
		How to automate tasks with VBA



	Who this book is for


	Beginning and intermediate users looking to get up to speed quickly with the Excel 2011 application and use it productively, both online and offline.
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Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
In the SQL database community, Joe Celko is a well-known columnist and purveyor of valuable insights. In Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, he picks up where basic SQL training and experience leaves many database professionals and offers tips, techniques, and explanations that help readers extend their capabilities to...
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Understanding Sleep and Dreaming (Springerlink Behavioral Science)Springer, 2005

	As I am writing this, I am anticipating the 50th anniversary o f tlie discovery o f

	RELMS. For it was in 1951 that Aserinsky and Kleitman, who, while electronically

	recording a person's sleep in a University o f Chicago lab, were surprised to notice that

	eye movements occurred periodically even when their s~tbjectw as, by all...
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Consensus and Synchronization in Complex Networks (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	In this book for the first time two scientific fields - consensus formation and synchronization of communications - are presented together and examined through their interrelational aspects, of rapidly growing importance. Both fields have indeed attracted enormous research interest especially in relation to complex networks.
...
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Data Warehousing OLAP and Data MiningNew Age Publications, 2008


	This book is intended for Information Technology (IT) professionals who have been

	hearing about or have been tasked to evaluate, learn or implement data warehousing

	technologies. This book also aims at providing fundamental techniques of KDD and Data

	Mining as well as issues in practical use of Mining tools.
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The Concise Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science (Concise Encyclopedia of Psychology)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
It seems like only a few short months since we co-edited The Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science. We have now compiled the materials for the “Concise” edition of these volumes. In this edition, we have asked previous authors to update their material to reflect the most recent ideas and research findings on their...
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Programming Excel with VBA and .NETO'Reilly, 2006
Why program Excel? For solving complex calculations and presenting results, Excel is amazingly complete with every imaginable feature already in place. But programming Excel isn't about adding new features as much as it's about combining existing features to solve particular problems. With a few modifications, you can transform...
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